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Abstract

This paper presents the study on the correlation between education and crime rate in the context of Internet. To prevent the youth offenses the question enhancement research, may further prevent and control the young people illegal crime creates a good growth environment for the young people. Not only prevents the youth offenses to relate the general social civilization the sustainable development, as also is the national long-term peace and the good government basic safeguard that has the significant practical significance. Under this general condition, we present the novel idea on the correlation between education and crime rate in the context of Internet. In the future, more related discussions will be conducted.
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Introduction

In recent years, juvenile delinquency has become increasingly serious and the world has identified juvenile delinquency as one of the public offenses, so that the prevention of juvenile delinquency is particularly important. To prevent the youth offenses the question enhancement research, may further prevent and control the young people illegal crime creates a good growth environment for the young people. Not only prevents the youth offenses to relate the general social civilization the sustainable development, as also is the national long-term peace and the good government basic safeguard that has the significant practical significance.
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As reflected from the figure one, the crime rate statistical data is reflected. The characteristics and psychology of juvenile delinquency can be organized as listed aspects. (1) Juvenile delinquency and the formation of criminal psychology, the reason is complex and diverse. The impact of the social malpractice, the defects of family education, and so on and the school education misconduct, it is juvenile crime and criminal psychology cannot be ignored the formation of important reasons. (2) The process of juvenile delinquency is also the behavioral manifestation of the criminal mentality that they are exposed to some bad thoughts and ideas in their daily life. (3) With the gradual increase in the per capita income gap between urban and rural areas, industry and industry, especially in some rural and laid-off workers, the income gap between these disadvantaged groups is growing, and some of them are stimulating between the rich and the poor under the strong desire for material, resulting in their desperate while leading to rising crime.

The Proposed Methodology

Crime Rate Overview. From the concept of the concept of crime, the crime is consistent with the elements of the crime, with criminal offenses should be punished punishment behavior. In essence, crime is socially harmful. Whether it is described in terms of formal or substantive significance, the basis of the concept of modern crime is behavior first. The classical school emphasizes the practical significance of the behavior itself, that the behavior is intuitive reality exists; modern school that the objective behavior itself is not meaningful, behavior is only the behavior of the personality table. However, the concept of crime is based on the concept of behavior as the core, this is no doubt. The so-called official crime rate refers to the rate of criminal behavior determined by society. Criminal acts are different from deviant behavior, deviant behavior, including criminal behavior.
In general, there are three types of transgressions: those that do not require investigation; the act of investigation but not being punished; the act of punishment. Some deviant behavior is not subject to investigation in the formal social control system, but in the informal institutions such as commercial organizations, neighborhood, and circle of friends or family, but will be punished. Different systems react differently to deviant behavior. In Black's study, the crime rate is the rate of crime identified by the criminal law system, including the rate of the official investigation, arrest and sentencing. The research focuses on the role of police and the public in crime scenes that affect the official crime rate of the police. The degree of such interaction determines the probability that a report is made into a criminal record. The police record of the report is not only related to the level of crime, but also decided to follow the investigation process. Subsequent investigations are carried out only after the formal report has been served, including further investigation activities, as well as the arrest of the suspects, which may affect the rate of crime detection and the rate of punishment of the offender. Therefore, it is important to study the factors that affect the production of police records.

Along with our country's reform and opening up, which leads to the factors of crime did increase than in the past, but the increase of the crime factor, is not equal to the inevitable rise of crime rate. There is a complex reason for the sharp rebound in criminal crime in China. In terms of society, there are two main reasons. (1) Failure to establish an effective social protection system. We must be at the same time of implementation of the state policy of reform and opening-up, supplemented by the necessary social prevention measures, establish social prevention systems, to maximize the growth of crackdown on crime. For example, China's economic management system, the market management system, financial management system and audit, tax and financial system, the system of scientific and perfect, for jam can take the gap of the economic criminals, inhibition of the economic crime is very important. (2) Most of the social prevention measures that have been formed have failed to be effectively implemented and applied. On the individual factors of crime, in the face of the new environment of social reform and the opening up, distorted outlook on life, values, democracy, low cultural quality, lack of general legal consciousness, moral quality and physical, psychological, will, emotional structure subjective obstacle and other internal factors caused by a large increase in the formation of incompatible, but a sharp rebound in China's criminal crime cannot be ignored reasons.
The Internet Education. "Internet +" concept from 2012 to now has been widely concerned about the community, at present, the academic community has not yet formed a unified definition. Premier Li Keqiang put forward the "Internet +" is actually innovative under the 2.0 development of the new form of the Internet, the new format, is the knowledge society innovation 2.0 driven by the evolution of the Internet. "Internet +" in the Internet refers to a cloud computing, large data and artificial intelligence as the representative of a new generation of information technology, and "+" is on behalf of the Internet on the catalytic role of other industries, through the new form of the Internet to then detonate the reform and development of the traditional industries. "Internet +" is the Internet and a variety of traditional industries together to create the new industry environment and to promote the development of traditional industries. The Internet and the traditional education industry together, and stimulate the development potential of education industry it formed the "Internet + education.""Internet + education" can give full play to the Internet in the optimization and integration of the educational resources, through the sharing of excellent educational resources, so that education can achieve fairness. And we can separate the mode into three major aspects.

- In the content of education norms. At present, there are many versions of textbooks, and the quality of educational resources developed by Internet education companies is also uneven. On the one hand, the cost of curriculum development is huge; on the other hand, it has brought inconvenience to the supervision of the education department.

- Establish the standards for the course price specification. The different Internet education development situation is not the same, with the faculty of difference is bigger, developed by the curriculum quality is different, each company's price formation mechanism is relatively chaos, so it is necessary to establish a standard set of course price specification.
Inspect the Internet education teacher. Teachers in the teaching process plays the role of the organization and guide, the online education teachers must have the relevant educational qualifications to have the good teacher literacy.

Improving access to the Internet education industry. Because of the good prospect of the Internet education, and the government has no requirement for it, both for good and bad. Education is the biggest people's livelihood and the development of everyone, so companies that engage in the Internet education have to pass strict vetting to get in.

**Correlation Between Education and Crime Rate.** At present our country education extension of juvenile crime inhibition can be characterized by the following three aspects, namely the isolation, and the roles of the moral constraint and possible revenue forecast efficiency. If the criminal field is regarded as an illegal labor market, the normal work and the criminal behavior are regarded as the time distribution in the legal labor and illegal labor, whether people are involved in the crime, or whether more time will be allocated to the illegal market, It depends on the gap between the legal and the illicit gains and the costs and costs of obtaining such gains, including the cost of illegal income, including both actual time and effort, as well as possible penalties and psychological costs.

The moral extension of educational extension mainly refers to the expansion of education will increase the psychological costs of the young people involved in crime to increase their expectations of being punished. The lack of values or the lack of knowledge of the objective world is one of the core elements of juvenile participation in crime. Education can play an important role in shaping the personality of young people to improve the cognitive level of young people and moral cultivation, thereby enhancing their ability to distinguish right from wrong, and consciously resist the crime of justice.

Education expansion expected effect on juvenile crime mainly refers to the expansion of education that can improve the level of understanding of young people change their behavior, and enhance their human capital and increase their employment in the labor market and legal ability to obtain more legitimate income, increase the expected return in the legal field to then reduce the inducement to engage in illegal activities.

Teacher-student relationship first demands that teachers have an emotional attitude of general "unconditional positive concern" to students, including enthusiasm, care, acceptance, praise and respect. Only in this way can adolescents be free to express their emotions and thoughts without fear of being accused, ridiculed or taught. Second, the teacher should first be a sincere and loving person, able to live in the truth and expression of the words and deeds, cannot let the students feel that he insincere, the table is different, so as to achieve positive educational results. Third, teachers should try to empathize with the understanding of students, that is, more from the student's point of view of things, standing on the student's position to consider the problem, put themselves in situ to feel the views of students, attention to their emotional feelings. Fourthly, when teachers are trying to educate children and adolescents with moral
problems, they should first start from the moral feelings of adolescents rather than specific moral behavior, and encourage them to express their emotions on the basis of their emotions and guide them to form the correct moral awareness. Confucianism has a profound understanding of the importance of education. In Confucian view, education is not simply a kind of school activity, but also a political activity, is an important way to achieve political goals. Therefore, Confucianism regards education as a basic strategy of governing the country, believing that education is an important means of reforming the society and improving society. Confucian education concept highlights the connotation and importance of moral education, moral education can not only improve the personality, but also to prevent crime, so as to promote social harmony and stability. Morality is the first line of defense against crime, there is a noble moral means that there is a good self-discipline while such people certainly do not go to crime that will be meaningful.

Conclusion

This paper presents the study on the correlation between education and crime rate in the context of Internet. Emotion is an important part of personality structure and it is people around the reality and attitude to their own experience and emotional response. In the sense of the psychology, the most expressive and vivid expression of human attitudes is the psychological driver of the main activity, the activation of the main activities, the role of choice, internal control and maintenance role. In the process of the people's moral growth, external internalized moral cognition if not for the personal subjective attitude, become namely to meet its emotional needs, is only a form of the good, only a sound emotional were possible, led upward toward the moral self-discipline and have noble moral behavior. In that sense, moral education is largely a moral emotion. Under this general condition, we present the novel idea on the correlation between education and crime rate in the context of Internet. In the future, more related discussions will be conducted.
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